2000 acura integra hood

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Hood part. Quantity Sold. Shop Acura Integra Hood. Showing 1 - 9 of 9
results. Sort by:. Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: R
Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Replacement Hood - Primed
Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that Replacement Hood - Primed. Jun 11, Had absolutely no trouble at all.
This is the company I will use from now on. Purchased on Mar 12, Good deal. The hood i got
was good quality fit my car and help me out being able to find one cheap and it being able to
ship to where my car was at. Purchased on Jul 04, Helpful Automotive Resources. Check the
engine compartment. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Make
Acura. Model Integra. Acura Integra Type R unmodified all factory! The only aftermarket item on
this vehicle is a DC Sports ceramic coated header. Please call Mon-Fri pm to arrange checking
out the vehicle. It originally came with the extremely rare red interior which was stolen along
with the original engine and transmission, hence why the title is branded. Badge number of this
car is unknown as it was stolen with the interior. Entire car was professionally repainted about 5
years ago by the previous owner. Because of this, some VIN body stickers show, some don't.
Please e-mail me at asmarrazzaq msn. Selling my Integra type R, this model only came to the
states for 5 years and is a collectors car.. This Acura Integra type R has been my performance
shop project for about 4 years now, I restored the vehicle from the ground up to its current
status, the car is an original Acura Integra type R from the U. S market, we did the full right hand
drive conversion on it and front end conversion as well. The car does have a rebuilt tittle due to
theft. The car got stripped completely during the restoration process and got repainted by a
professional body shop, all the paint was bought at the dealer. The car currently runs on e85
fuel and still manages to get 24mpg, I tuned the vehicle myself on a Hondata s v3 here on my
shops dyno, the car currently makes whp and tq. Below is the setup information. Engine: b18c
golden eagle sleeved to Wheels: I will be including 2 sets of rims for this car. All Numbers
matching car. You are not going to find another Type-R in this condition for this low of a price!
Cylinder head ported and polished. All chrome accents that were added can be easily removed
if you do not want them. Mickey Thompson drag radials for the front and Nittos Neo Gen for the
rearOne owner, 1 accident Someone backed into the front bumper back in Always garage kept.
Floor mats and steering wheel have been covered since new and show very little wear. Original
Window sticker and sales invoice are included Two Keys and owners manual come with this
rare findTitle free and clear in handSold As Is. Type R Rear seats. Type R Dash. Type R Shift
Boot. Type R Floor mats. GSR Door Handel's. GSR Cluster. GSR Door Panels. Type R JDM
headlights. Type R JDM bumper. Type R Taillights. New Blox Racing Tuner series Coilovers.
New Asr extended wheel suds. New Mukei wheel lugs. New Stoptech rotors and pads. New
Skunk2 front upper control arms. New Skunk2 front lower control arms. New Skunk2 rear lower
control arms. New Skunk2 rear lower arm bar. New Energy suspension bushing and sleeve kit.
New Trailing arm bushings and sleeves. New Upper and lower front ball joints. New Cotter pins
and nuts. New Skunk2 short shifter. New Shifter bushing kit. New Outer Tie Rods. New Hazport
Motor Mounts. No Knock Off!!!!! Clean Texas Blue Title. The things that are new, are. The Jdm
parts are real OEM but used in excellent condition All parts were professionally installed, the
core support was welded on correctly. I have all receipts and documentation for parts and
installation The car has a port and polished type R head, the body end is bored over. I have all
the receipts for all the work done on the car the car has perfect compression on all four
cylinders and the leak down test was also very good. Buyer will be responsible for pick up,
serious inquiries only. Please contact us if you have any questions. Get started with financing
by filling out our safe and secure credit application. Click here to get financed for you future
vehicle! You can also call or email to begin the process. Reports include our exclusive
AutoCheck Score - a rating that allows you to quickly and easily understand a vehicle's past,
compare vehicles and lowers your risk of buying a vehicle with undetected problems. Deposit
can be handled through Paypal or contact us for payment via wire transfer or credit card. CA
Taxes and Fees Buyers within the state of California will be charged for taxes, title, registration,
and documentation fees. National Buyers Out of California Tax, title and license fees are not
charged to buyers out of state. Buyers are responsible for these fees and registering their
vehicle in their respective state. Please also see shipping information below. Auction Polices
Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours after the auction closes. The buyer then has 7

calendar days to complete the transaction. In the case the buyer does not pay or complete the
transaction after the 7 day period, we reserve the right to relist or sell the vehicle to another
buyer. If you have any other questions, please feel free to contact us. If shipping is needed,
please feel free to contact us to receive a quote. We will assist in shipping arrangements, but
the buyer is responsible for all shipping costs. Shipping companies that we use are fully
licensed, bonded, and insured. Meticulous maintenance. This catalyst has an actual FIA number
on it! Shifts perfect. The punched date on these is now March This is a large auction. If you cant
see the over 50 pictures, click refresh on your browser. Use this report as one important tool,
along with a vehicle inspection and test drive, to make a better decision about your next used
car. Check with an authorized Acura dealer for any open recalls. Low mileage! This owner drove
less than the industry average of 15, miles per year. We can assist you with anything that you
need during the process. Pictures of the build. Official U. Chassis number of in yellow made that
year. Less than of these were ever made for the U. It has a naturally aspirated, factory handbuilt,
1. Brakes are also bigger and the ABS system is 12 pounds lighter than regular Integras. It is a
very livable all-out performance car with Honda reliability that can be driven every day. This is a
numbers matching car and is nearly all stock please see additional info. The interior is fully
stock including seats, steering wheel, floor mats, stereo, and titanium shift knob cigarette
lighter adapter is also included but not pictured. There are no mechanical, brake, or electrical
issues. The car starts immediately upon first turn of the key and it drives, shifts, steers, and
runs perfectly including during the VTEC switchover at RPM. All electricals and HVAC
equipment work perfectly including heat and cold AC, wipers and defrosters, power mirrors,
headlights and highbeams, and power windows and door locks. The Falken tires are also new
with less than miles on them and the timing belt was replaced 4 years ago as part of preventive
maintenance due to age not mileage. Owner HistoryI purchased the Integra as a second vehicle
so it was not used as a daily driver and was always covered and garaged when not driven. I am
the 2nd owner and the ONLY driver for more than 10 years of almost entirely highway mileage
very rarely stop and go. I purchased it with 58, miles on it and the car currently has
approximately 86, It has a clean history with no accidents along with a clean and clear title.
Never driven in rain or snow and the car was stored during winters with the battery on a trickle
charger the battery has been dealer replaced twice over the years. The car has not been used
for racing of any kind and has always been serviced at the same North Haven, CT Acura dealer
where it was purchased and serviced for 15 years via both the original owner and myself. I
found the lower ride height, while tricky in driveways just go at an angle , does improve the
handling, performance, stability and mileage without affecting reliability. Stance looks better
too. Still not a plush ride being essentially a factory street-legal race car but much more
compliant than I expected even to this day. The car still has the original 5-lug factory alloy
wheels with 55mm rubber which no doubt helps the ride quality. Swirl marks are visible upon
very close inspection otherwise the paint is largely spotless except for some small chips on the
the wraparound part of the rear bumper on the passenger side will include small bottle of
color-matched touch up paint. I also had the front bumper re-sprayed last year due to the paint
cracking from age on the factory plastic. The two pneumatic struts that hold up the rear hatch
are untouched but no longer hold enough air to keep the hatch raised. Despite lots of security
measures there have been theft attempts but, thankfully, none were successful vehicle never
moved an inch unless I was driving it and no parts were ever removed in any attempts. As such,
due to damage after one such attempt, the steering wheel and column were once dealer
replaced with new factory parts direct from japan that took a month to arrive. I have been unable
to get them to correct this at the moment. There is also a half inch tear in the leather shift boot. I
will include an uninstalled replacement one but it lacks the Type R red stitching. The SaleI am
selling the car because I now drive it much less than the already fewer than miles I averaged per
year have put less than a miles on it the past two years combined. No trades. Serious inquires
only. After completion of sale, the car is available for local pickup in Southwest Connecticut.
Buyer can also choose to ship the vehicle as long as buyer pays for shipping and makes
reasonable arrangements after full payment I will not drive the car out of state to deliver to a
shipper. Rebuildable Acura integra Type R. Currently has a New york salvage title. This car has
been in a accident as seen in the photos. Engine runs great. All matching vins throughout the
whole car. Completely original. Car has rust in both rear quarter panels and throughout the rest
of the car as a normal car here in new york would be. For any questions email me or text or call
to 8ninenine1. I have a Acura Integra Type R usdm with k miles freshly done over with receipts
for everything. The motor was replaced with a jdm type r B18C5 with LSD transmission motor
has roughly 85k miles and is extremely healthy and well taken care of as well as transmission.
When the swap was put in the whole engine bay was repainted type r yellow and the bay was
shaved and the motor got a complete wire tuck with custom rywire harness, brake line tuck. The

motor has a few upgrades such as Hasport mounts, VMS cam gears, Koyo half size radiator,
shaved and cut wrinkle red valve cover, etc. The interior has black and red stitch dc2 recaros
fresh from japan, personal grinta steering wheel, all interior pieces painted black such as
headliner and all other oem pieces. The car has Brembo drilled rotors with all new brakes,
Function 7 lower control arms with matching Function 7 rear subframe. The suspension is 36
way adjustable D2 coilovers. All the window moldings where all just oem replaced. I recently
just put brand new rims and tires on the car the rims are made by Varrstoen 16x8 wrapped with
yokohama s drives. I just replaced the shifter to a K-tuned and also added hood spacers that
match the function 7 setup. This car won a lot of shows and is a super rare car has people
turning heads all day long there is a ton of money invested into as you may already know i have
receipts for everything in my name. The car was built for show definitely a great summer car or
toy but not recommended for everyday use. The car was also in an accident 5 or 6 years ago
with last owner and the car now has a reconstructed title. Trust me though you will not find a
single flaw with this car you can't see any damage or anything the body checks out mint all
around. Only miles! Miles will slightly go up as I do drive it a few days out of the week, this is
not my only vehicle. Genuine Honda JDM HID front end works and fits flawlessly with metal
fenders and polyurethane front bumper, not no knock off fiberglass kit. OEM Honda front, sides
and rear lip kit. This Type R was recently repainted professionally Phoenix Yellow by the
previous owner, looks fantastic! Interior is immaculate! Non smoker, no tears or rips in the
seats. Dashboard and door panels are near perfect condition, you would have to see in person
to appreciate the way this Type R has been taken care of! Cars runs and shifts awesome! No
grinds or slips. Has strong engine compression across all cylinders. Fresh oil and filter change,
fresh Honda manual transmission fluid when clutch and flywheel installed. Definitely rare and
hard to find a legit Type R that hasn't been stolen, salvaged, or wrecked! This Type R has a
perfect carfax, no accidents or theft! I'm no hurry to sell, so please give me a reasonable offer,
these are becoming collector items! Still has a lein through my bank, so please have funds
available before bidding so the title can be transferred to you or your bank. Vehicle is sold as-is.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. Please be specific on what you want to
know about this vehicle. This vehicle is also being sold locally so I may end this auction if sold.
Reason for selling, I need something bigger for the family. I have listed all new, OEM and
aftermarket parts below. I still have the OEM intake and motor mounts that will be added with
the sale. I do not have the stock wheels. Miami, FL. Georgetown, TX. Oregon City, OR. North
Kingstown, RI. South Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Year Make Acura Model Integra. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. If you've ever been in the midst of a long-term
project car build like this Acura Integra GS-R sedan and felt overwhelmed, under-funded,
absolutely discouraged, or what I like to refer to as "the trifecta" - a combination of all three then the only thing worse would be two projects to multiply the effect. In the case of Todd
Grant, even with more than one project in his garage, he was able to make peace and embraced
the long game to work toward the finish line as money and time allowed. It might sound obvious
to some, but in an age defined by getting any and all "new stuff" in hand as quickly as possible
before moving on to something else, his story is one that takes a far more patient approach. The
process of anything that's come out of my garage is a long one," explains Todd. This is
something that won't sit well with some builders that expect a project to be complete at
Amazon-delivery type speeds, which might be why so many now refer to a set of wheels and a
suspension drop as a "build. It was mildly modded and set up as a daily driver on behalf of his
girlfriend at the time. After seeing some significant wear and tear, the sedan's final straw was
the result of being backed into while in a parking lot. A few mods to get it back into service
wasn't a problem but the icy street that Todd pulled into on his way home one fateful evening
certainly was. Perfect excuse for a Japanese ITR front end. Taking a step back after installing
the facelift, Todd realized investing any more time and money into the rough chassis didn't
make much sense, so he decided to find a new foundation to build upon and his search ended
with the GS-R you see pictured - a theft recovery shell with just 67K miles on the chassis. This
is where it gets a little confusing, being that Todd had a handful of projects to contend with.
Having purchased a TSX in the meantime as a daily driver, the new GS-R shell was pushed to
the back burner and sat in his yard collecting dust while the original Integra lay silent in the
garage next to the aforementioned '96 coupe, and a'94 hatchback that was a previous build.
After totaling the TSX, it was time to make the GS-R project happen, so one of the Civics went to
his dad's house to store and both GS-R sedans were then parked inside his garage and
completely stripped down. To those not in the know, the Integra looks like a clean and simple
build, but to those that often get their hands dirty working on Acura's once-entry-level sedan,
they can appreciate how tedious this project is and just how much detail went into making it

happen. Todd runs down the completed to-do list like a seasoned surgeon after a major
procedure. I deep cleaned the interior sheet metal, left the sound deadening because I'm
anti-road noise, organized and routed the OBD-I car harness using every wire from the donor
car, and cleaned the grease off every visible connector using a small brush with brake parts
cleaner, and made sure to maintain original placement of all brackets, clips, harnesses etc.
All-white GAB Sports in 16x8 fill the refreshed wheel wells. Under the hood is exactly what
you'd expect to find in the form of arguably the most versatile of the B-series family. There're no
power adders, no boiling high compression ratio or finicky individual throttles. Instead, an
almost completely stock B18C1 that was meticulously cleaned inside and out is nestled
between spotless sheet metal. Even the ITR header is covered by a factory heat shield that
looks like it was just pulled off the parts counter and unwrapped. No shaved bits, nothing
tucked - it's the type of engine bay that will put a smile on an enthusiast's face 10 years down
the line as its classic grey and black valve cover magically harken back to those "good ol' days.
When it came to paint the car, it wasn't a simple "drop off and pick up" affair. Being percent
hands-on, Todd shaved the door moldings himself and also cleaned the up the body, and really
only needed a hand with some paintless dent removal done by his friend Ricky after the DB8
had seen some hail damage. Todd painted the removable panels in his garage while the rest of
the body and the hood he painted in a rented booth. About that trip to the booth - since most
everything was pulled off of the car to paint at home, he drove the car to and from the paint
booth with no doors, trunk lid, bumpers, sunroof etc. Unless he told you, you'd never know that
the carpet inside this sedan was once destined to rot away in a random junkyard. A deep
cleaning session combined with a fresh dash, JDM DC2 steering wheel with custom integrated
cruise control buttons , ITR switch panel trim and a pair of Recaros from an Evo 8 revitalize the
year-old interior and keep things as utilitarian as they are sporty, but we're confident you won't
find too many DB cabins in this sort of condition. You see more than enough wild, in-your-face,
extreme builds peppering your social feeds every day. See it zoom by you on the street and it's
just another lowered Integra but take the time to look a little closer and you have to respect the
level of effort and obsessive detail that went into completing this project. Everyone has heard of
the GT40 and GT. Honda Tuning features. View Photo Gallery 40 Photos. Honda Tuning. By
Rodrez. Japanese European Domestic. Alex Stoklosa â€” Feb 23, Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22,
Rodrez â€” Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18,
Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:.
Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to
receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of
Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use.
Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles Honda Tuning features. Mitsubishi
Evo 8 Recaro seats; ITR steering wheel, vents, shifter surround, climate control, personal box,
window switch bezels, Canadian gauge cluster, carpet; Alpine deck, Kicker amps; Focal
components and co-axials; Eclipse subwoofer. Every vehicle needs a hood for the protection of
other vehicle's part located at the front area of it. The hood is also considered as another door
of a vehicle. The hood refers to the thing mounted on your car's front area which acts as your
entry point to gain access to your vehicle's engine. It is usually the first thing you'll get noticed
to a car. A hood is composed of an inner panel and an outer panel. The inner panels have
braces crisscrossing in the underbelly making the hood strong and tough. The outer panel on
the other hand is just a metal covering used in protecting the engine from the road debris like
snow, rain, and a whole lot more. The bottom of the hood is usually covered with a
sound-absorbing material so that the roar from the engine would be minimal to the outside. A
hood has many variations. On sedans and coupes, a flat sheet of metal is contoured to the
shape of the vehicle while on some performance vehicles such as SUVs, trucks or sports cars,
the hoods are infused with special accessories for added style. On some high-performance
cars, the hoods have openings to allow the engine to breathe in and breathe out effortless. Even
if your Acura hoods are tough and durable, still it is subjected from wear and tear because the
hoods are usually the ones who suffer from dents and scratches. But with the help of an Acura
hood protector, you are assured that your Acura hoods will have its lifelong service. Hood
protectors help in protecting your hood against the normal scratches and chips. There are also
nose bras which acts as the paint protector, often made from vinyl fabric with a soft, padded
black side. Some bras cover only the painted area, but others cover the entire front area of the
vehicle. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your veh
mitsubishi asx manual
1994 yamaha timberwolf 250 parts
2013 honda pilot

icle. Acura Hood. Refine by:. Hood part. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop Acura Hood.
Showing 1 - 15 of 53 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A Part Number: AQ. Page 1 of 4 Showing
1 - 15 of 53 results. Acura Hood Models. Acura Integra Hood. Acura MDX Hood. Acura RDX
Hood. Acura RSX Hood. Acura TL Hood. Acura TLX Hood. Acura TSX Hood. Acura Hood
Customer Reviews. Replacement Hood - Primed. Sep 10, Primed hood replacement. Maybe put
more foam to protect for shipping. Shawnae Ratzlaff. Purchased on Aug 21, Jun 14, Very
Satisfied. Saved Me Some money. Purchased on Dec 15, Jun 13, First one arrived damage and I
was immediately sent another with no issues no problems. Love the company highly
recommend. Purchased on Mar 14, Acura Hood Guides. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

